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ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE

If you're reading this, you are either about to book Jonny, or have already
booked him for your event!

In the following pages you will find an ‘about Jonny’, a ‘client agreement’
and a ‘get to know you page’. I want you to get a feel of as to who I am and I
want to get to know you prior to the event. 

All I ask is that you look over the agreement and fill in the get to  know you.
This will allow us to both understand each others needs and will allow for
myself to provide you with the best possible entertainment!

Please fill it out, sign and send back to the following email:

Jonnydoesmagic@hotmail.com 

Along with the information provided from this document Jonny will arrange
to meet yourself for a call to talk through the event fully. 
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ABOUT JONNY

Jonny is a magician originally from the most north-eastern part of the UK, on the Scottish border, Berwick upon Tweed:
Hence the funny accent, Borders born, Brighton based! 

Contrary to popular belief, Jonny wasn't accepted into Hogwarts and instead honed his performance skills at GAMTA,
(Glasgow Academy of Musical Theatre Arts). A devil in disguise, he can sing, dance and as well as blow you away with
magic.

Jonny has performed in and around the UK, Holland and on cruise ships sharing his passion for Magic and Performing with
as many people as he can! He has toured with a rock band, managed to now play the prince, the hero, the villain and now
the old dude in pantomime. Not forgetting to mention, he is the first resident headline magician on board the Carnival Mardi
Gras cruise ship. Jonny is not only a performer but he also released his debut magic trick, Noted! at the end of 2020.

To name (drop) a few: 
Jonny has entertained for Carnival Cruiselines, for OHIO University, for BMW at a car launches and he has also performed
for Eurostar, helping them celebrate 25 years of service! But let's not be forgetting the many restaurants, bars and London
penthouses Jonny has had the privilege to entertain at.

Jonny is in his element when performing whether he is on stage or up close and in your face! He has plenty of material for
walk around/roaming gigs as well as his own solo stage show suitable for families of all ages and is currently offering an
online show, perfect for parties or a cosy night in.
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services

Jonny’s stage performance is full of fun,
mental madness, not forgetting his
unique musical elements to his show! No
matter how large or intimate the crowd
Jonny will make you laugh maybe even
cry... tears of joy (hopefully)!

If you would rather be amazed from
inches away whether it be at a party,
wedding or corporate event- Jonny will
deliver. He will perform the magic in the
palm of YOUR hand and leave you
questioning everything.

Jonny has a few different shows to offer.

- A fun family friendly show inclusive of sleight of hand, mental magic,
escapology, and singing! It is great for all ages and can be adapted to ANY
stage.

- Offering services such as a host and Emcee, Jonny will host your event,
entertaining the guests and introducing all the important people at the right
time. Jonny is great working with anyone and everyone at any event.

-A storytelling zoom show, with plenty of room for adaptation to cater to each
client. So you can sit back in the comfort of your own home and be amazed.
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rider
When it comes to working with Jonny he is very friendly, enthusiastic and
wants nothing more than to entertain your guests and leave them in awe.  

In order to do so he would like to ask the following:
(All of the below is subject to change depending on the individual event.)

-Venue must provide drinkable water, whether it be from the tap or in a
bottle.

-A space to change and/or a space to leave any valuables securely.

-If microphones are being used: It is preferred to use a headset and a have a
separate handheld microphone with stand. There must always be two
microphones as a minimum.

-A camera with a wireless feed to screens would be ideal for larger
audiences but not necessary.

-Jonny doesn't currently have a PA system or any other technical equipment
other than the props he uses. So any and all technical elements should be
provided.

-A clear breakdown of the event so Jonny knows where to be and when he
needs to be there. 

-A brief of the clientele at the event is a must. This will allow Jonny to adjust
his patter to accomodate any age group and put in tailored
scripting/jokes/gags.

-All payments must be paid in full as agreed within a month from the invoice
being submitted unless discussed and agreed to be paid at another time.

Please let Jonny know of anything you disagree with or cannot provide. He
only wishes to be able to provide you with the best entertainment at your
event. 
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CLIENT AGREEMENT

Jonny's Responsibilities:

It goes without saying that Jonny will perform to his utmost best. He always strives to provide the
best quality of entertainment wherever he performs. He is covered by his own public liability
insurance in case of any unlikely accident that may occur to himself or any guest. (Don't worry there
is nothing to worry bout, other than leave the event wondering HOW?!) 

Jonny will not be intoxicated nor will he take part in the evenings offerings unless invited to do so
prior to the engagement.

Jonny will turn up to the venue with enough time to get ready and will expect to do a sound check if
mics are going to be used. If Jonny is running late he will inform you and keep you updated. (He has
never been late and doesn't plan on being late). 

If Jonny needs to cancel, he will give you more than 48 hours of notice. The only exception being a
family emergency or an unexpected set of circumstance that may inhibit him getting to the event.
Jonny will contact you either way. Although unlikely, If Jonny needs to cancel he will provide
suitable alternative performers that you can contact. 

Client(s) responsibilities:

The client holds a personal responsibility to carry out any necessary health and safety risk
assessments of the premises Jonny will be performing at.

The client must inform Jonny of any cancellation up to 48 hours prior to the event. Failing to do so
you must pay Jonny 50% of his fee. In the case of last minute unforeseeable circumstances forcing
the event to be cancelled, the fee will be negotiated.

The client must fill out the get to know you form! Jonny likes to tailor each and every event to the
individual client.

All fees must be paid in full within 30 days after the event unless otherwise agreed. 

Please sign to acknowledge agreement:
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JONNY WANTS TO GET TO KNOW YOU!
Please fill out the questions below so that Jonny can tailor the entertainment to your event! He only
wants to provide you with the best entertainment! 

Follow the link or fill out the questions below and send back to Jonny:

https://5o46slv059y.typeform.com/to/jwA3VL55
 
Who are you?
                                                                       
What is the event/occasion?
                                                                        
Who will be attending?
                                                                        
What is the address of the event?
                                                                        
What type of magic do you like?
                                                                        
What type of magic do you not like?
                                                                        
Anything I should not mention?
                                                                        
Anything you would like me to make jokes about?
                                                                        
What is your social media handle?
If you don't feel comfortable sharing that's okay!

                                                                        
Would you be happy with me taking photos and posting about them on my social media account?
                                                                        

No information will be shared with any parties. All information will be destroyed 6 months after the
event.  

https://5o46slv059y.typeform.com/to/jwA3VL55
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packages

 The hand shake: 
Close up magic. Ideal for table hopping, breaking the ice in
social groups. Ideal for small gatherings and wedding drinks
receptions. 
 
The showman:
Along with walkaround close up magic. Jonny offers a 20-30
minute cabaret set  that can be customised to the event. 

The Exclusive:
Allow Jonny to take away the stress of your day. Along with
offering close up table Magic and a 20-30 minute cabaret 
 show Jonny will host and manage your day. Entertaining
your guests, announcing awards and introducing  the
important couple. 

Zoom show:
15-30 Minute set with minimal or full audience interaction or
a combination.

If travelling over 50 miles from his base Jonny will expect to
have travel expenses paid for.

*All prices subject to negotiation.

£500
 
 
 
 
 

£1100
 
 
 
 
 

£1200
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£200


